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ASB to RENAME former ‘Colonel Reb’ title TUESDAY
By Caty Cambron
dmeditor@gmail.com

Members of the Associated Student Body Senate will
meet Tuesday night to decide
on a new name for the title of
the male homecoming personality title formerly known
as “Colonel Reb.”
Tomorrow night’s meeting
is the deadline for the ASB
Senate to finalize the new title, and the new name will go
into effect immediately after it
is approved by two-thirds of
the ASB Senate, according to
ASB Vice President Morgan
Gregory.
Both Gregory and ASB President Greg Alston told The
Daily Mississippian last week
that the quick decision’s timing “is not great.” In the last
Senate meeting of the 20122013 school year on April 30,
results from an informal poll
of 1,035 students, represented
in a chart graph, showed that
20-25 percent of voters chose
the name “Mr. Ole Miss,”
while 50-60 percent wrote in
the name “Colonel Reb.”
According to ASB At-Large
Senator Rod Bridges, the poll
was created by ASB Senator

Jennifer Campbell, who was
unavailable for comment.
The survey was sent to deans
of each college at Ole Miss,
and they had the option to
mass email each student in the
schools. When many deans
failed to do that, senators took
to social media to spread the
poll to as many students as
they could.
Bridges said the poll was
not supposed to be an official
decision-maker, just a tangible
way to influence the Senate’s
vote. He also said that many
students who did not have the
chance to participate in the
poll were angry and confused.
After the title “Colonel
Reb” was ruled unconstitutional by the ASB Judicial
Council March 25, ASB senators argued Bill 13-3, a bill
that would change the title to
“Mr. Ole Miss.” The bill was
debated for over three hours,
but the Senate could not reach
an agreement due to lack of
student input and lack of time
as the summer approached, a
period when the ASB Senate
could not meet.
However, Bridges argued in
April that a decision should
have been made before the

semester’s end due to timing
concerns.
“We owe it to the students
to make a decision tonight,”
he said during the meeting
April 30.
“Colonel Reb” is still completely off the table, according to Gregory. The only item
that will be debated Tuesday is
what new title will replace the
old one. After Bill 13-3 died in
April, a new bill was drafted
and will be presented Tuesday
night. Gregory said the new
bill recommends changing the
title to “Mr. Ole Miss,” just as
13-3 did.
“If students want to assure
something gets voted on, they
can contact their senators and
express how important this
election is to them and tell
them to vote,” Gregory said.
“This is no longer a controversy, this is a process.”
The ASB Senate Twitter
account, the Ole Miss ASB
Twitter account and ASB
website have not listed any information about the vote. Students can find a list of their
ASB Senators on the Ole Miss
ASB website, and as a courte-

March 25
ASB Judicial Council
ruled “Colonel Reb”
title unconstitutional
April 15
ASB Senate announced
beginning of renaming
process
April 16
ASB Senate introduces
Bill 13-3, renaming title
to “Mr. Ole Miss”

April 30
ASB Senate votes to kill
Bill 13-3, reconvene
fall semester to get better student input

See ASB, PAGE 4

April 22-26
ASB Senate conducts
poll of 1,035 students–
about 55% wrote in
Col. Reb, about 20%
voted Mr. Ole Miss

August 30
ASB Senate
meeting to determine a new title

Ole Miss parking changes spark student criticism
By Hawley Martin
dmeditor@gmail.com

FILE PHOTO (ELIZABETH RAINEY) | The Daily Mississippian

A new reserved parking space outside Bishop Hall.WW

STAFF EDITORIAL:
ASB SENATE FAILS
TO MEET GOALS,
STUDENT
EXPECTATIONS
See Page 2

The University of Mississippi community will experience
changes to the parking system
this year including a new layout
for the parking lots on campus
regarding visitor parking and
construction, a price increase
for registering a vehicle, online
registration and replacing the
parking decals with hangtags
for registered vehicles.
The Traffic and Parking
Committee, an extension of
the Department of Parking
and Transportation, has implemented a number of changes
after evaluating the parking
situation last year and looking
forward to the future.

Oxford leaders, politicians and students
sound off on alcohol change

“We talked about per- on campus.
mit rates, permit designaThe parking department is
tion, where we’re going to stressing a decentralized parkallow certain people to park, ing system and is encouragwhich parking lots are we los- ing more students and faculty
ing, which parking lots are to take advantage of the Park
we building, what construc- and Ride service or to park in
tion lots are happening and a lot and utilize the O.U.T. Bus
how are we going to deal with to get to campus.
those,“ said Isaac Astill, Direc“The master plan shows that
tor of Parking Services.
we’re having to move people
This year, visitors are re- from the interior of campus
quired to have a parking per- to the exterior of campus, due
mit and must park in one of to all the construction projects
the six visitor lots on campus. that are happening,” said AsThese lots are for visitors only, till.
and permits cost $1 per day.
A new parking lot has alThe permits can be purchased ready been erected behind the
online in advance, or on cam- IPF and the track with 300
pus in Lester Hall or the visitor new spaces. Any permit may
center at the entrance of the
Circle on University Avenue See PARKING, PAGE 3

Bjork talks Forward
Together Campaign
The Ole Miss athletic department saw a lot of change
in its first year under the
direction of athletic direc-

See Page 6
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STAFF EDITORIAL: ASB Senate fails
to meet goals, student expectations
“I’m very glad to have a group
that, regardless of personal opinion, is committed to transparency
and student representation.”
Associated Student Body Vice
President and President of the
ASB Senate Morgan Gregory said
those words of the ASB Senate
after the group’s April 16 meeting last semester. Transparency
and fair student representation,
according to ASB President Greg
Alston, have been the current ASB
administration’s top goals since
they were elected in March.
At The Daily Mississippian, our
top goal is to hold our student government accountable in order to
ensure that our most important
asset, you, the students at The
University of Mississippi, are represented fairly and justly.
We feel that, for the first time
under the new administration,
the ASB Senate – and as a result,
the ASB as an organization – has
failed to meet at least one of its top
goals.
The current administration
knew that the male homecoming title, previously called “Colonel Reb,” was much more than a
title — it was the last little bit of
a mascot’s life that traditionalist
students, alumni and fans could
hold onto. However, the current
ASB administration’s hands were
clean — on March 25, the last of
Colonel Reb died on the previous
ASB administration’s last-minute
decision, not theirs. But the newlyelected administration still had to
deal with the mess when they took
office March 27.
In a DM staff editorial that was
published on April 5, the majority
of last year’s editorial staff commended the Judicial Council’s decision that the title “Colonel Reb”
was unconstitutional. We did not
agree with the process in which
it was handled and the precedent
that was set forth by the ASB’s decision, as the ASB Judicial Council’s five unelected members made
that decision without getting proper input from the student body it
represents.
We condemn the idea that a
small group of students, whether
it is five Judicial Council members or 52 senators, can make a
decision of this magnitude for an
entire student body. ASB senators
are elected by the student body to
represent that student body fairly,
T H E D A I LY

MISSISSIPPIAN
The University of
Mississippi
S. Gale Denley Student
Media Center
201 Bishop Hall
Main Number:
662.915.5503
Email: dmeditor@gmail.
com
Hours: Monday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

and we feel that has not been done.
When the ASB Senate was
tasked with determining a new
name for the male homecoming
personality election title, every
ASB senator had the purest of intentions. They knew that a tall task
had fallen in their laps, especially
after the chaos and backlash the
previous ASB administration had
left them with.
After initial deliberation at the
ASB Senate meeting on April 16,
the senators made the right decision: get more student input before
making a decision that could enrage the majority of their constituents even more. However, there
was no time for a formal student
poll, according to ASB Attorney
General Rob Pillow, so the senators made another decision: poll
the student body informally.
A poll, created on SurveyMonkey.com by ASB Graduate Senator
Jennifer Campbell, was distributed

“

some senators had the foresight
to realize that there would not be
enough time for that when the fall
semester began. Despite multiple
comments from multiple senators
about potential problems with
postponing a decision, the majority of the senators voted to kill the
“Mr. Ole Miss” bill and readdress
the issue in the fall.
The DM first learned about
tomorrow’s vote on Aug. 20 —
exactly one week before the vote
will take place — through an offthe-record source. We feel that this
tainted one of the two goals of the
ASB administration: transparency.
If we had not been tipped off by
that source, we likely would not
have known about the vote until it
was being debated Tuesday night,
and many of you likely would not
have known about it until after it
was completed.
DM staff members questioned
Gregory last Thursday about what

We, the editorial staff of The DM, propose
that an official student poll be drafted and released by the ASB. Furthermore, every student at
Ole Miss should get the chance to cast their vote
for a new title.

”

to students by the ASB Senate in
an unorganized way. Only 1,035
students voted in the poll that listed Mr. Magnolia, Mr. Rebel, Mr.
Hotty Toddy, Mr. Ole Miss and a
write-in vote. Fifty to 60 percent*
of that 1,035 wrote in “Colonel
Reb,” which cannot possibly be
an option because, according to
the previous ASB Judicial Council’s decision, that title is unconstitutional. The second-highest vote
total was for Mr. Ole Miss, which
only received about 20 percent* of
the vote.
The poll results confused the
senators. At their next and final
senate meeting of the semester
on April 30, they debated for over
three hours. The lingering argument during that meeting was
whether they could accurately represent their constituents by voting
for the title “Mr. Ole Miss.” The
senators were stumped, and they
made the decision to wait until the
following fall semester when there
could be more student input and
better due process.
This was a decent idea, but

The Daily Mississippian is
published daily Monday
through Friday during the
academic year.
Contents do not represent
the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi
or The Daily Mississippian
unless specifically indicated.
Letters are welcome, but
may be edited for clarity,
space or libel.
ISSN 1077-8667

the ASB Senate had done over the
summer to obtain additional student input.
“A lot of our preparation has
been talking to people individually,
talking to organizations, telling
senators to reach out to people,”
Gregory said. “We want to know
as many opinions as we can. We
want to know what people are
thinking so that those thoughts
can be brought to the floor so (the
students) can be accurately represented.”
We sincerely hope that the ASB
senators did what Gregory said
they did, but that is not quite good
enough for us.
We believe that the ASB Senate
should have done a better job of
spreading the word publicly, not
just privately as Gregory inferred.
The ASB Senate Twitter account
has remained dormant since July
7. Additionally, no tweets, Facebook posts or website posts from
the ASB Senate or ASB have even
hinted at the fact that a Senate vote
will occur tomorrow.
The list of Senators is buried

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.

four pages deep in the ASB website and, to our knowledge, has
never been advertised to the public
regarding tomorrow’s vote. That
list, as mentioned in the article
on the front page of today’s DM,
only has links to 31 of 52 senators’
email addresses. Gregory’s photo is
the only one posted on the website.
We took the time to list every
ASB senator, the groups they represent and their email addresses on
the next page of this issue of The
DM. We did this not because the
ASB asked us to, but because we
think you are being cheated by not
having this information.
We, the editorial staff of The
DM, propose that an official student poll be drafted and released
by the ASB. Furthermore, every
student at Ole Miss should get the
chance to cast their vote for a new
title.
As a result of our proposal, fall
student personality candidates
might have one or two less weeks
to campaign, but that would be
the fault of the ASB Senate, which
failed to do its job effectively. The
Senate lost its chance to give personality election candidates time
for planning and campaigning
when they failed to seek the proper
student input.
We urge each of you to reference the list that we have provided
and contact your senators about
this issue. This is the time to literally let your voice be heard. If the
vote occurs tomorrow night as the
ASB Senate says it will, the bickering, clashing and finger-pointing
the campus experienced after the
Judicial Council’s decision will return and would directly counter
the ASB administration’s own remaining untainted goal: fair student representation.
*The ASB Senate never provided The DM with exact numbers.
Instead, we estimated the percentages using a chart graph that the
ASB Senate tweeted on the night
of April 30.
Adam Ganucheau, Phil McCausland,
Grant Beebe, Caty Cambron, Pete Porter, Hawley Martin, Mallory Simerville,
Emily Crawford, David Collier, Casey
Holliday, Kendyl Noon, Natalie Wood,
Thomas Graning, Tisha Coleman, Ignacio Murillo, Natalie Moore and Sarah
Parrish.
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PARKING,

REBELS
REACT
Myka Barnes
@mykaamara
What’s the point of
laying Ole Miss $115
for parking decal when
there are NO PARKING SPOTS!!
Taylor Bri
@Taylor__Brianna
thank you, ole miss department of transportation, for giving us more
ways to get screwed by
parking. you’ve truly
outdone yourselves.
James Church
@jcchurch
In order to frustrate the
Ole Miss parking attendants, I’m taking the
bus to school. I’m sure
they’ll find a way to
ticket my car anyway.
Ally Gough
@allygough
i got 99 problems and
ole miss parking is all of
them

continued from page 1
park there.
In order to encourage more
students to use these methods
of transportation, the department is extending the hours
for Park and Ride and city
shuttle services from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Astill explained that the
Department of Parking and
Transportation is an auxiliary
to campus and doesn’t receive
funding from the university. In
looking at other parking programs in the SEC and in the
state of Mississippi, Astill said
Ole Miss’ funding was far less
than what those were. Services
like Park and Ride and the city
shuttle are paid for through
permit sales, ticket citations,
traffic violations and the bike
share program.
Because both services have
been extended and in order
to plan for future parking
improvements, the price of
parking permits has increased
from last year. Commuter
parking permits cost $95 this
year, and faculty/staff permits
cost $120. Additionally, the
price of student permits will
increase by $10 each year for
the next three years, and faculty/staff permits will increase
by $15 each year for the next
three years.
This year, students must preregister online for their parking permit in order to eliminate long lines in Lester Hall,
the home for the Department

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

A new hangtag is seen in a vehicle Sunday afternoon. The hangtags replaced decals starting this semester.

of Parking and Transportation. Astill stated that the
department has already processed 14,000 permits, a number that it does not typically
hit until after the first week of
classes.
For the first time, the university will use hangtags for parking permits rather than parking decals. The hangtags are
registered to individuals rather
than their car. This method allows multiple individuals to
share a parking permit.
Students have voiced their
opinions on social media and

in conversation since the parking changes were implemented.
“I thought the parking
on campus couldn’t get any
worse,” senior accounting ma-

Cut • Color • Protect

your hair.

Eric Villarreal
@EricVilla15
Ole Miss is slowly taking away ALL student
parking. No parking on
game days, no parking
at the Union #nodonationsfrommethen

a full service salon.
35416

For APPointment:
(662) 513-0015
2305 Jackson ave W
suite #203
oxford, Ms

82977

jor Cameron Sweetwood said.
“Apparently it can.”
For more information on parking,
visit www.olemiss.edu/parking.
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ASB Vice President Morgan Gregory points towards ASB Attorney General Rob Pillow during the April 16 ASB Senate meeting last semester. The ASB Senate voted to wait until the
upcoming semester to rename the male Homecoming personality.

Dancing also qualifies as
physical therapy.

ASB,

continued from page 1

Understanding that matters.

sy, The DM has published this
list on page three of this issue.
As only 31 of 52 listed ASB
senators have contact information on the ASB website,
The DM has also found email
addresses for all but one senator and included them with
the names.
Gregory said there is no
time for a campus-wide, official student survey.
“There has been more communication throughout the
summer about a new name,”
Gregory said. “We’re reaching out to organizations and
students to see what their
stances are and make sure we
have support from all over
campus.”
According to Gregory, the
quick turnaround to make a
decision is due to concern for
the male candidates planning
to campaign for fall homecoming elections. Fall student
personality elections will take
place on Sept. 24.
The ASB Constitution and
Codes states that fall student
elections must be held five
weeks prior to Homecoming.

At Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in Memphis, we
often see children when they’re feeling their worst.
Our experts understand the challenges of caring for
kids and encouraging them to take steps designed to
help them feel better. Many times, all that’s required is
a playful imagination on their part – and ours.
We’re completely dedicated to caring for kids. With
specialty clinics at North Mississippi Medical Center,
our expertise is closer than ever.

lebonheur.org

35422

Where
Every Child
Matters

This means candidates would
begin campaigning the third
week of school in the fall.
However, Gregory said that
the Senate is seeking an additional grace period of two
weeks for male candidates to
plan for their campaigns.
While some believe a decision should be reached now
for planning and cost purposes, others believe student
input is more important and
that a decision of this magnitude should not be rushed.
“The ASB should develop
a survey and allow every student to vote on the new title,”
last year’s Colonel Reb Austin
Harrison said. “If the survey
is completed by the beginning
of September, it will give candidates plenty of time to prepare.”
Applications for all personality elections are now available on the fourth floor of the
Student Union and will be
due Sept. 13, according to the
ASB website.
Tomorrow night’s meeting
will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom and is open
to the public.
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List of ASB senators, respective schools and emails
Steven Anderson
Liberal Arts
sjanders@go.olemiss.edu

Rachel Nieters
Accountancy
rvnieter@go.olemiss.edu

Shontae Scott
Brown
sscott2@go.olemiss.edu

Kate Aspinwall
Ridge South
klaspinw@go.olemiss.edu

Madeleine Dear
At-Large
madear1@go.olemiss.edu

William Boyles
Liberal Arts
wrboyles@go.olemiss.edu

Brittany Dukes
Applied Sciences
bkdukes@go.olemiss.edu

Caroline France
Crosby
mcfrance@go.olemiss.edu

Sam Martin
Stockard
scmartin@go.olemiss.edu

Pearce Crosland
At-Large
pbcrosla@go.olemiss.edu

Rob Barber
Liberal Arts
rlbarber@go.olemiss.edu

Madeline Campbell
Liberal Arts
mcampbel@go.olemiss.edu
Ana Gayle Christian
Liberal Arts
awchrist@go.olemiss.edu

Hardy DeLaughter
Liberal Arts
hidelaug@go.olemiss.edu
Jordan Gargiulo
Liberal Arts
jcgargiu@go.olemiss.edu

Emerson George
Liberal Arts
ewgeorge@go.olemiss.edu
Thor Goodfellow
Liberal Arts
tmgoodfe@go.olemiss.edu
Courtney Taylor
Liberal Arts
cgtaylor@go.olemiss.edu

Mitch Tucker
Liberal Arts
motucker@go.olemiss.edu
Tripp Looser
Liberal Arts
rwlooser@go.olemiss.edu

Sean Higgins
Liberal Arts
smhiggin@go.olemiss.edu
Jack Ely
Liberal Arts
jbely@go.olemiss.edu

Danna Nobile
Applied Sciences
dknoblie@go.olemiss.edu

Ashton Creel
Business
ascreel@go.olemiss.edu

Lucy McEuen
Crosby
lpmceuen@go.olemiss.edu

Wesley Howell
Business
jwhowell@go.olemiss.edu
Zach Harringtom
Business
zlharrin@go.olemiss.edu
Farjad Khan
Pharmacy
fakhan@go.olemiss.edu

Elizabeth Roland
Pharmacy
efroland@go.olemiss.edu

Christian Schloegel
Deaton
jcschloe@go.olemiss.edu
Mary Landrum Pyron
Martin
mpyron@go.olemiss.edu
Vivian Paris
Martin
vbparis@go.olemiss.edu

Megan Richter
Stewart
mcrichte@go.olemiss.edu

Cal Wilkerson
Ridge North
mcwilker@go.olemiss.edu

Matthew Oglesby
Ridge West
mmoglesb@go.olemiss.edu

Molly Edmondson
At-Large
mredmond@go.olemiss.edu

Rod Bridges
At-Large
rrbridge@go.olemiss.edu

Mary Kate Berger
At-Large
mkberger@go.olemiss.edu

Cameron Crain
At-Large
wccrain@go.olemiss.edu

Jason Farris
At-Large
jwfarris@go.olemiss.edu

Billy Rainey
At-Large
whrainey@go.olemiss.edu

Jake Loyer
At-Large
cjloyer@go.olemiss.edu

Michael Smith
At-Large
mdsmith1@go.olemiss.edu

Joseph Latham
At-Large
jrlatham@go.olemiss.edu

Lizzy Wicks
At-Large
eewicks1@go.olemiss.edu

ALL DENOMINATIONS WELCOME

Explorer’s Bible Study
WOMEN’S DAY CLASS

WOMEN’S NIGHT CLASS

Meets Wednesdays
9:30-11 a.m.
Starts August 28
STUDYING THE BOOK
OF MARK
North Oxford Baptist Church
Leader: Beth Fitts

Meets Wednesdays
6:00-7:00 p.m.
Starts August 28
STUDYING THE BOOK
OF MARK
First Baptist Church
Leader: Beth Fitts

STARTING
SOON!
A NEW lunchtime study for
working women & others
Meets Wednesdays
12:05-12:55 p.m.
Starts August 28
STUDYING THE BOOK OF MARK

Oxford-University United
Methodist Church
Leader: Beth Fitts

For more information or to register, call Jan Trussell (662-236-1615)
30458

Bobby Kelly
Liberal Arts
bfkelly@go.olemiss.edu

Logan Kirkland
Journalism
ltkirkla@go.olemiss.edu
Hugh Warren
Engineering
hawarren@olemiss.edu

James Parrett
Graduate
jparrett@go.olemiss.edu

Jennifer Campbell
Graduate
jecampb1@go.olemiss.edu
Joseph Ditkin
Graduate
Unavailable

Lauren Sun
Accountancy
lmsun@go.olemiss.edu

The Innovation Hub at Insight Park is the newest addition
to the Ole Miss Campus. Scan the QR code or contact us
to learn about our meeting spaces, executive
conference rooms, seminar and courtyard
area all of which are available to rent!
662.915.2526 • 850 Insight Park Avenue, University, MS 38677

SCAN TO FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT INSIGHT PARK

INSIGHT PARK

www.insightparkum.com
insightpark@olemiss.edu
Find us on

and
35406
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Oxford leaders, politicians and students
sound off on alcohol change

THOMAS GRANING ) | The Daily Mississippian
35423

Oxford Mayor Pat Patterson and Alderwoman Janice Antonow talk during a Board of
Aldermen meeting in which alcohol ordinances were changed.

By David Kennedy
thedmnews@gmail.com

The Oxford Board of Aldermen passed a revised ordinance last Tuesday to allow grocery and convenience
stores sell cold beer and light
wine every day of the week,
including Sundays.
The ordinance was passed
on a 6-1 vote by the board
and will go in effect Sept. 20,
which is 21 days before Ole
Miss plays their conference
opener against Texas A&M.
Ben Craddock, a former Ole
Miss football player, is currently the president of Craddock Oil Company and owner
of the Exxon station on Highway 6 West in Oxford, which
was built five months ago.
Craddock was confident
that he could pressure city
leaders to change the ordinance, so he built the gas station with all of the necessary
coolers and equipment to
serve cold beer and hired lo-

35429

cal attorney Dee Hobbs to get
the law changed.
“When we built that store
in Oxford, we built it basically thinking that we would
change the law,” Craddock
said. “We were going to challenge it to see if we could
change it. From my understanding, that law had never
been challenged.”
On July 23, Hobbs proposed
the revision to the aldermen
on behalf of Craddock.
“It’s 2013 – it’s time to get
this behind Oxford, so we can
move on to bigger and better
things,” Hobbs said. “One of
the two biggest alcohol distributors in the area has told
me that this will increase every convenience store and every grocery store’s beer sales
by 10-15 percent.”
Oxford
Alderman
Jay
Hughes, a graduate of the
University of
Mississippi
School of Law, had been a
key board member in support

of the change since it was
proposed over a month ago.
He believes the previous ordinance was outdated.
“To have to explain to people why beer is regulated by
temperature was something
that I think was rather outdated, and many people, including myself, couldn’t explain
to guests why it came to be,”
Hughes said.
Hughes also pushed for the
change because he believes
the ordinance should also
serve to the benefit of the Ole
Miss student body.
“I consider the students in
Oxford citizens,” he said. “If
they are old enough to drink
they will have the right to
make a choice in purchasing
a legal beverage in regards to
temperature. (The town) will
benefit from increased revenue that goes into the coffers
of the city.”
Oxford Mayor Pat Patterson does not feel this ordinance hurts the city as long
as its citizens act responsible.
But the new ordinance could
bring up other alcohol related
issues.
“There is going to be a big
battle about extended bar
hours and I am opposed to
that,” Patterson said. “I think
that does affect the character
of the town. But I don’t think
because of cold beer, the sky
is going to fall.”
Oxford Alderman Ulysses
“Coach” Howell was the only
alderman who voted against
the ordinance and could not
be reached for a comment.
Ole Miss students voiced
their opinions about the
change on social media and in
conversations that still continue. Most students seemed to
support the change, claiming
that the old law was outdated.
“I don’t think it affects the
image of the town at all,”
said sophomore business and
economics major Mike Shannon. “I think it was a rule that
nobody else in the country really knows about. So as far as
the rest of the country goes in
comparison, we are just falling in line with all the other
states.”
Not all students support the
change. Senior political science major Teresa Jones, an
intern for the city of Oxford,
campaigned for the mayor.
“I am not in favor of the
new alcohol ordinance because I believe that it is one of
many changes that will drive
this beautiful small town into
a different path, a path away
from the traditions that make
this place perfect for raising a
family and growing old,” she
said.
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Welcome Week Activities
MONDAY, Aug. 26

Wednesday, Aug. 28

10 a.m.-2 p.m. -Welcome Back –Student Union Plaza

11 a.m.-1 p.m.–Campus/Student Organization Fair–The Circle

11 a.m.-1 p..m -Rebel Radio 92.1 Live Remote –Student
Union Plaza

5:30 p.m.–Multicultural Perspective Panel–Student Union Ballroom
6 p.m. –Mentalist Joel Meyers–Student Union Lobby

11 a.m.-1 p.m.–Campus/Student Organization Fair–The
Circle

Welcome tents sponsored
by Office of OrientationVarious locations on
campus

thursday, Aug. 29
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.Mississippi Blood Services-Union Plaza

12:15-1 p.m.–Student Affairs Ice Cream Social–-Student
Union Porch
12:15-1 p.m.–Union Unplugged- Jack Coffin-Student Union
Plaza

Poster sale sponsored by
Ole Miss Bookstore-		
Student Union Plaza
Before I GraduateStudent Union Plaza

9:30 p.m.–Ole Miss Glow Run –The Circle

TUESDAY, Aug. 27

all week
long

11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.-Community Service Agency Fair-Student
Union Lobby

7 p.m. Freshman Convocation–Tad Smith Coliseum

12:15-1 p.m.-Union Unplugged- Justine Ibale and Christian
Schloegel-Student Union Plaza

9 p.m.-midnight Late Night with Campus Rec-Turner Center

8:15 p.m.-Ole Miss vs. Vandy watch party-The Grove
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From the Chancellor’s desk: Welcome to the family
August 2013
Dear Students,
Welcome to the 166th academic year for the University of Mississippi, the state’s
flagship university. Whether
you are a returning student,
a transfer student or a new
freshman, we are glad to have
you on campus! We wish you
well in your educational pursuits and thank you for choosing to be a part of the Ole
Miss family.
You are joining a university
with great momentum. Our
academic standing continues
to grow, enthusiasm is high for
the upcoming football season,
and although official counts
won’t be complete for a few
days, we are certain you are
part of the university’s largest
student body ever. Our reputation for excellence and our
unique campus atmosphere
are important reasons for our
growth.
But with such growth, it may
be easy to get lost in the shuffle. I encourage you to take
time to connect with faculty,
staff and fellow students and
develop relationships across
campus. Part of the magic of
Ole Miss has always been the
opportunity to connect with
others, and we must reach out
to keep this great tradition

alive even as we grow. Your
commitment to engaging with
other people here will enrich
your lives and make success
more fulfilling. You will find
our faculty to be among the
best and most in tune with
students of those at any public
university. I urge you to take
advantage of opportunities to
form bonds with others.
I also hope you will take
time to make a difference, in
the Oxford-UM community,
the state and even around the
world. Learning to lead and
serve others are huge parts of
an Ole Miss education, and
a number of academic programs and campus organizations provide opportunities in
these areas. Be sure to make
“giving back” a part of your
Ole Miss experience.
Your time here will be filled
with exceptional moments,
from meeting people who
will become lifelong friends
to taking a class that ignites
an interest and leads to a career. However, there are also
the day-to-day challenges
of navigating a campus that
serves thousands of students.
The parking system is undergoing major changes, and we
may all have to walk a bit farther each day. Getting a quick
lunch may be more challenging. Construction projects in

FILE PHOTO (THOMAS GRANING) | The Daily Mississippian

several areas of campus have
blocked off old routes and
may require us to find new
ways to class or work. But all
these challenges are part of
growing and building for the
future, so please be patient
and help us adapt.

We look forward to serving
you this year as we grow together and continue the legacy that is Ole Miss. On behalf
of the faculty, staff, alumni
and all in the Ole Miss family,
welcome, and best wishes for a
great academic year.

30577
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Visit Turner Center 214
for more information or call 662-915-5591
Ole Miss Outdoors
Fall 2013 Trip &
Clinic Schedule

Fall 2013
Intramural Sports Schedule
SPoRT

Registration Dates

Swimming w/
Dolphins & Sea
Kayaking

Officials’ Interest Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 28 - Turner Center
Come Work For Us!
Rm 239 @ 7 p.m.
Ultimate Frisbee Tourney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 26 - Sept. 2

Panama City, FL
Dates: Sept. 13-15
Cost: $175/$200

2v2 Sand Volleyball Tourney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 26 - Sept. 2
Flag Football*^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 26 - Sept. 6
Capt Meeting 9/8 @ 7 p m

White Water
Kayaking

Tennis Singles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 26 - Sept. 5
Capt. Meeting 9/6 @ 5 p.m.

Cleveland, AL
Dates: Sept. 7 & 9
Cost: $55/$65

Cornhole Tourney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 26 - Sept. 17 (on-site)
Wallyball Tourney* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 26 - Sept. 19

Sea Kayaking

3 on 3 Basketball Tourney* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 30 - Oct. 17

Horn Island, MS
Dates: Sept. 27-29
Cost: $60/$70

Table Tennis Tourney* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 30 - Oct. 17
Indoor Volleyball*^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 30 - Oct. 24
Capt Meeting 10/27 @ 7 pm

Horse Packing
& Camping

Soccer*^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 30 - Oct. 24
Capt Meeting 10/27 @ 7:30 pm

Sumrall, MS
Dates: Oct. 4-6
Cost: $140/$150

Spoons Tourney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 21 - Nov. 5 (on-site)
Xbox 360 Kinect Game Night . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 21 - Nov. 19 (on-site)
Football Bowl Challenge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 2 - Dec. 13

Ole Miss Intramural
Sports and Sports Clubs

Leave No Trace
Trainer Course

@OleMissIMsports
#OleMissCampusRec

Oxford, MS
Dates: Oct. 5-6
Cost: $85/$90

Turner 212 • imsports@olemiss.edu • 915-5573

Tishomingo, MS
Date: Oct. 13
Cost: $25/$35

Horseback Riding
Memphis, TN
Dates: Oct. 20
Cost: $60/$70

Canoeing & Fishing
Taylor, MS
Dates: Oct. 27
Cost: $25/$35

Rock Climbing
Jasper, TN
Dates: Nov. 1-3
Cost: $50/$60

Bouldering

Steele, AL
Dates: Nov. 8-10
Cost: $85/$95

Hiking & Camping
Lookout Mtn., Georgia
Dates: Nov. 15-17
Cost: $40/$50

Ole Miss OutdoorsThe University of Mississippi

^Captain’s Meetings are MANDATORY Each team must have at least one representative for the team present.
*Rosters with player minimums are to be completed on IMLeagues.com by Monday at noon
following the end of the sport’s registration.

Skiing &
Snowboarding

Salt Lake City, Utah
Dec. 14-22
Cost: $585/$650

Wilderness First
Responder
Certification
Oxford, MS
Dec. 14-22
Cost: $550/$600

Kayak Roll Clinics
Schedules as needed
All Semester
Cost: $10 per hour

NOTE: First price listed is
for UM students;
second price listed is for
faculty, staff, & community
members.
Trip logistics are subject
to change depending on
weather/conditions.

@OleMissOutdoors
#OleMissCampusRec

Register in Turner Center 112
Call 662-915-6735 for more information

The first price listed is for UM students; the second price is for all other participants. This schedule is subject to change
due to weather & other unforeseen circumstances.

Register with your Ole Miss email at www.imleagues.com

Ole Miss
Miss
Ole

Rock Climbing Clinic

Turner Center Schedule
Fall Semester 2013

Campus Recreation

Aug. 25-Dec. 13, 2013

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Gymnasium

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-9pm

9am-9pm

1-10pm

Racquetball
Courts

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-9pm

9am-9pm

1-10pm

Fitness Center

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-9pm

9am-9pm

1-10pm

Jogging Track

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-10pm

6am-9pm

9am-9pm

1-10pm

6am-8:30am
11am-9pm

6am-8:30am
11am-9pm

6am-8:30am
11am-9pm

6am-8:30am
11am-9pm

6am-8:30am
11am-8pm

12-7pm

3-9pm

10am-6pm

10am-6pm

10am-6pm

10am-6pm

10am-6pm

CLOSED

CLOSED

Natatorium
Ole Miss
Outdoors

NOTE:
The Turner Center will be CLOSED on home football Saturdays.
Labor Day (Sept. 2) – Turner will open at 2 p.m. and close at 10 p.m. Pool open 3-9 p.m.
Thanksgiving Holiday – Nov. 25-26 open 6 a.m.-7p.m. / Pool 11 a.m.-1 p.m. & 4 p.m.6 p.m.
Nov. 27 open 6 a.m.-5 p.m. / Pool 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Nov. 23, 24, 28-30th CLOSED

For updated information and closures, please visit the Campus Recreation website at:
http://www.olemiss.edu/campusrec.
Times and dates are subject to change without advance notice.
30579

25172
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A welcome from your Associated Student Body President
Rebel Nation,

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

I hope everyone had a great
summer and is ready for a year
like no other here at the University of Mississippi.
If you are a freshman, I would
like to officially welcome you to
Ole Miss! You are about to experience possibly the greatest
four years of your life. Take advantage of every moment that
you have while you are here at
this University. Do not take anything for granted and live your
life to the fullest. My time here
has been nothing but extraordinary, from watching us win the
Egg Bowl to just spending some
time in the Grove. You’ll never
experience another place like it.
As I told each of you at orientation, take every opportunity to
get involved on campus. Step out
of your comfort zone and make
an effort to meet new people everywhere you go in the Oxford
community. Ole Miss has students from all over the world;
you are not just making friends
for four years but friends for a
lifetime. I also encourage you to
think about applying for Freshman Council. Freshman Council is an amazing opportunity to
get involved and hear from both
student and university leaders
while making connections with
other freshman.
To the students returning to

Ole Miss, I would also like to
welcome you back! I am very
excited about serving as your
ASB President for the upcoming
year. I feel this year will top some
of the years of the past. With
our top football recruiting class,
strong athletic programs and
hard working administration,
there is nothing that can stop us.
We have several events
planned, and I would like to invite each and every one of you
to attend. The Associated Student Body will be hosting the
First Annual Creed Week. The
University Creed is something
that every Rebel should strive
to live by. Creed Week will be
held September 16-20, and I
hope that each of you attend the
events that we will have to bring
honor to the University Creed.
The Associated Student Body
has a new program this year that
we hope will help spread the
special bond between us Rebels
that we feel while tailgating in

The Grove, Everybody’s Tent.
Everybody’s Tent will be set up
during most home football game
and will provide a place for all
students to enjoy the Grove experience. More details about
Creed Week and Everybody’s
Tent are to come in the next few
weeks.
In conclusion, I want to make
sure that every Ole Miss student
has the best year while I am in
office. To do that, I want to be
as accessible and transparent to
you as possible. Make sure to
follow us on Facebook and on
Twitter @OleMissASB and @
OleMissPres as the ASB Website, www.olemiss.edu/asb, to
stay updated on our events. I
am looking forward to serving as
your ASB President for the upcoming year.
Hotty Toddy!
Gregory Alston
ASB President

It’s time to go back to school,
so come to Nail-Thology to make your nails look cool!

Mani/Pedi
Gel Colors

234-9911
1535 University Ave.

Got
Solar?

9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Monday - Saturday
Bring this coupon in for $5 off with a service purchase of $50 or more

31373

35407

30457

26319
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Feature photos: Move-in Week at Ole Miss
Students living on campus this year arrived last week, moving personal belongings into dorms across campus. Photos by: Thomas Graning
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The University of Mississippi
Luckyday Program

would like to thank the following sponsors of the 2013 Luckyday Retreat:

Amy Head Cosmetic

Neilson’s

B’s Barbeque

Oby’s

Beacon

Office of Financial Aid

Boure

Office of Orientation and Enrollment Services

Buffalo Peak Outfitters

Office of the Chancellor

Cat Daddy’s

Office of the Dean of Students

Christy’s Burger

Office of the Provost

Department of Campus Recreation

Office of the Registrar

Department of Student Housing

Office of the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Frame-Up

Old Venice Pizza Co.

High Pointe Coffee

Oxford Printwear

Holli’s Sweet Tooth

Paint and Pen

Indigo’s

Papitos

Irie’s

Pita Pit

Kaleidoscope

Rebel Bookstore

Lenny’s

Rebel Rags

McAlister’s

Shell Rapid Lube

McEwen’s

South Depot

Melissa Buford

Springfield M.B. Church

MW2

The Nail Shop

National Men’s Wear

Twisters

31378
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Column

Ten Things to Do Before September

1

Ask an older friend to escort you to the “Doorknob” one evening and enjoy the ride.

By Grant Beebe
thedmnews@gmail.com

Visit the gravesite of William Faulkner and leave him something. You never can have too much luck going for you with all
you will be writing.

3

2

Drive around the Square as many times as you can handle.

The Square is great, but it isn’t all of Oxford. Find somewhere else to eat and hangout.

5

4

Visit a historical
property. Rowan

Oak?

6

The Square is
great, but it isn’t
all of Oxford.
Find somewhere else to
eat and
hangout.

7

Visit the
Powerhouse and
enjoy the gifts of
the Oxford-University
artists. Visit the
Confederate Cemetery.

8

Visit Square Books,
find something
unquestionably unique,
and read in the balcony.

9

Buy your first
comfort colors
tee at a local
tshirt retailer. Look the
part and be ready.

10

35411

Attorney At LAw

662.234.7777
Dwight N. Ball is one of Mississippi’s foremost authorities in
Misdemeanor Criminal Law and Oxford’s Premier DUI Attorney
Over 40 years of experience in defending criminal
misdemeanors and expungement of criminal offenses
Appointments also available on Saturdays and Sundays

Grove on a blanket.

26341

www.dwightnball.com
104 Courthouse Square • Oxford, Mississippi 38655
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HOW-TO: Drive on the Oxford Square
By Adam Ganucheau
dmeditor@gmail.com

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

YOU DRINK, YOU DRIVE,
YOU LOSE.

35413

Oxford Police
35449

40

Celebrating

Welcome Back Rebels!

Years

in the OxfOrd area

Experienced Staff
Offering Classes In:
- ballet
- tap
- Jazz
- hip hop

- tumbling
- Contemporary
- lyrical
- Musical theater

You can’t put a price
on a good night’s sleep.

ages 2 & up recreational &
competitive dance team

We specialize in Jamison and
Tempur-Pedic mattresses.

Deborah Kaye

Dance

Snooze Mattress
2202 Jackson Ave. West
Oxford, MS 38655
662-701-5880

School of

bebepaine@gmail.com

26327

35401

The Square is Oxford’s city
center—where residents and
visitors of the city alike come
to eat, shop or play every day
of the year. With all the attractions of the Square comes
automobile congestion, which
has prompted strongly-enforced
Square parking policies.
The traffic in Oxford has gotten so congested at times that
the city’s public works department adopted a “traffic calming
policy” earlier this year.
As a resident of Oxford, I often am tasked with driving on
the Square behind a visitor to
the city.
As the out-of-towner struggles
to enter the Square streets in
front of me, I can sympathize.
A description of vehicles
comes to mind from William
Faulkner, a long-time Oxford
resident, from his minor novel,
“Pylon:” “expensive, complex,
delicate, intrinsically useless,
created for some obscure psychic need of the species if not
the race, from the virgin resources of a continent, to be the
individual muscles, bones and
flesh of a new and legless kind.”
Faulkner must have written
these words while watching people attempt to maneuver their
vehicles on the Square.
If you have never had the
pleasure of visiting the Square,
let me try to explain why it
could be confusing. The main
road on the Square is actually
a circle, which always has the
right-of-way. Outside of the circular, main road is a square road
lined with parking spots. There
are four main entrances to the
circular road of the Square, and
two more side entrances to the
main road.
There are 10 pedestrian crosswalks just on the actual Square
block, and more than that on
the streets going away from the
Square. Pedestrians always have
the right-of-way (and they know
it, too). There are no stop signs
anywhere on the Square—just
yield signs, which inevitably
freak people out.
I have lived in Oxford for
three years. Understanding how
to drive on the Square is really
something you just need to do
yourself. However, let me try to
give some tips on how to maneuver the Square if you have
never done it before.
• First and foremost, carefully
check each crosswalk for pedestrians. As I mentioned above,
they assume you will stop for
them, and they often fail to look
before stepping into the white
paint.
• If you are trying to find a
parking spot on the Square, you
might have some trouble. There
are only about 100 parking
spots on the block, but the city
has done a great job of providing off-Square parking. If you
See DRIVE, PAGE 9B
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DRIVE,

continued from page 8B
want to try to find a spot on the
Square, take the secondary side
roads lined with parking spots,
not the main circular road.
• If you are simply taking in
the sights, smells and sounds of
the Square, continue to watch
the road as you are driving. Roll
down the windows, drive at a
slow pace and feel free to take
in the beauty of the buildings,
but watch the road. I promise if
you hit a building, pedestrian or
another vehicle, you likely won’t
enjoy one of the most enjoyable
places in Mississippi.
• Remember that the Square
has a three hour parking limit
Monday through Saturday from
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
• Take a look at a map before
you attempt to drive the Square
for the first time. If you have
a specific destination, it makes
your life easier to know how to
get there. If you get confused,
drive around the Square a couple times. You’ll eventually get
the hang of it.
THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

Please Visit Us
for All of Your Jewelry Needs!
• Jewelry Repair
• Watch Battery Installations
• Engagement Rings & Wedding Bands
• Fine Diamond & Gemstone Jewelry
• Pearls
• Fashion Jewelry
• Silver & Pewter Gifts ~ Engraving Available
North lamar plaza
1126 N. lamar blvd.
oxford, ms
662.234.2777

31389

www.lammonsfinejewelry.com

26324

This Fall fly home to Birmingham or Atlanta
every Friday and return to Oxford every Sunday.

Prices starting at $129.00
Southern Airways Express also provides flights from Atlanta, Gulfport, New Orleans
and Destin for all home football games. Flights are filling up fast.

www.iFlySouthern.com
1-800-329-0485

26335
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30573

30594
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Column

Making the Dorms Your Home

PHOTOS BY PHILLIP WALLER, THOMAS GRANING AND ALEX EDWARDS

By Callie Daniels
cadanie2@olemiss.edu

Welcome, fresh faces!
You’re more than likely
excited to start college, a
new chapter in your life, and
feel more like a grown-up,
invigorated with freedom
and responsibility. One thing
that is unforgettable your
freshman year is living in the
dorms. It’s chaotic, wonderful, and you’ll have stories to
tell years later. For some of
you, the dorm experience will
happen once in your life, so
make it count.
Being away from home, it
is important to make your
dorm feel like your dream
bedroom. It may be a tiny
room that you share with
another person; however, it is
the place where you do your
homework, take essential
afternoon naps, suffer the
freshman blues or pig out on
late night snacks. Might as
well make it your happy place
to be at any moment!
The necessities of dorm
life:

Defending DUI & Criminal Charges

1403 Jackson Ave. E. • 662.281.9970 • wslawpllc.com
cory@wslawpllc.com

Get Your
dorm
decor
at Sugar Magnolia

• A hamper to truck laundry, with a coin purse in tow.
Make it an easy hamper to
carry because elevators in
some dorms may give out,
which means you might have
to take your laundry down
stairs.

Welcome Back Students!
31377
30598

Stop by Sugar Magnolia Antique
Mall for your dorm decor.
Browse merchandise from more
than 60 local merchants!

Make your mark at the dorm
by stopping here!

• Always bring slippers to
the communal showers. Have
a shower caddy and a towel
for that shower caddy. The
water those things retain
could replenish a Saharan
nomad for months.

• Collegiate Fabric
• Books, Patterns, Stabilizers & Thread
• Fabrics, Notions for Quilting & Sewing Needs
• Classes for sewing, quilting, projects

234.6330

Visit Oxford’s only Quilt Shop
located at 1502 W. Jackson Ave.
(Two doors down from Papa John’s Pizza)

www.sitnrock.com- info@sitnrock.com
662-234-0800

Old TOwn Square

1919 university ave

Hours
Mon-Sat: 10-5:30

Mention this ad and get 10% off your first purchase
(Does not include machines or classes)

30596

See DORM, PAGE 13B

Your Off-Campus Bookstore and
Rental Headquarters

Lowest textbook prices in Rebel Country!
Ask about deferred payments.

Ole Miss
Express
Accepted

REBEL BOOKSTORE

818 Jackson Avenue • Downtown Oxford
Across from St. Peter’s Church

662.234.2903

26332
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DORM,

continued from page 12B

• Invest in a printer. It is
more convenient and timely
than hauling across campus
to print an essay you could
have sworn was due Friday. It
is also a surefire way to bond
with your roommate and
your entire floor.
What you should avoid:

fringes or simple, beachy,
reversible covers and a conch
pillow. It also offers curtains
for you to install on your
bleak blind-covered windows
for a more homey feeling.
Also, invest in a dust buster
to hide the cluttered boxes
and suitcases under your bed.
For bookworms or those
who fear pitch-black rooms,
you can install soft Christmas
lights all around your bedposts and windows. Also, look
into getting a floor lamp. It’ll
make the dorm room look
softer and less harsh than
with the overhead light.
Purchase a bulletin board
to tack a calendar and some
fun photos to look at and
instantly cheer up. You can
find double-sided tape at
Walmart that will put up the
board, but be careful when
applying it because it may be
too strong and tear up either

your board or the wall.
If you feel uncomfortable
with a surplus of pillows
or hanging curtains, hang
up posters. Plus, dorm RAs
easily forgive the amount of
tacks put in the wall so go
ahead and stock up! However, you are responsible for
any lasting damage that is
larger than a thumbtack hole.
These are simply ideas to
make your dorm life as cozy
as possible to prepare for
the roller coaster that will be
your college freshman year.
Remember to make the most
of the dorm experience!
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• Candles. Dorm rules
are heavy and unforgivable
towards lit candles.
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• Winter clothes. Chances
are you’ll be home for winter
break, so there is no need to
bring your entire wardrobe to
a cramped dorm room closet.

26322

SKINNY’S a nutrition studio
45 Flavors of Healthy and Delicious Smoothies!
** 210-250 Calories **
** 24-27 Grams of Protein **
** Low Sugar and Low Fat **
• Landline telephone. This
should be self-explanatory,
since this isn’t the 1980s.
There were a few people who
had a telephone installed. It
is unclear if said people were
hipsters.
For the budding homemakers, there are endless opportunities to show off your
crafting skills besides the
Walmart inventory. For starters, you can go to the website dormify.com which will
offer you customizable deals
to create your dream room,
whether the décor ideas
are zebra stripes with pink

gift

304 S. Lamar BLvD. oxforD, 38655

(662) 236-2639

Welcome Back Rebels!

Try one of our popular flavors like
Wedding Cake, Butterfinger, Cake Batter,
Chocolate Carmel Cappuccino,
Strawberry Cheesecake, and many more!

Unique and Trendy
cuts and color
customized
just for you.

Present this advertisement for a

We now have hair extensions!

FREE SMOOTHIE

26325

and

FREE ENERGY TEA

* Valid First Visit Only! One Free Smoothie Per Customer *

1619 West Jackson Ave.

2612 West Oxford Loop • Oxford
662.234.7991

(662) 513-6020

Also, ask about our FREE METABOLISM TEST!

30595

26326
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Column

What I wish I knew coming in as a freshman
By Grant Beebe
thedmnews@gmail.com

Like every other “well-adjusted person,” to borrow the
late David Foster Wallace’s
words, I find that I begin each
year with resolutions that will
be kept incompletely, if at all.
Perhaps this can be different.
The freshman experience
you are about to begin will
be one that challenges you to
grow both personally and intellectually, and without dispensing didactic advice that
you won’t care to remember
past reading today’s paper, I
want to share with you a few
FRESHMEN

50 OFF
%

ALL Services
1st Week of School

thoughts I now wish someone
might have shared with me.
You do not always have to
be above reproach.
Keep in mind that no one
is perfect in dealing with both
friends and yourself this year.
It is well within your rights to
mess up every once in a while,
but take care not to head out
with reckless abandon.
Involving yourself on campus is one of the best ways
to make new friends and begin establishing your network
of support, but taking on too
much too quickly can overwhelm you. Remember you
have to find time to go to
school.

OFF
10
Shampoo,

5 OFF

$

$

Spray Tan

Cut & Dry

Bring Student I.D.

valid only one per person

1525 University Ave.
662-236-1937
www.oxfordskin.com
35404

Keep some center.
Stay involved in causes you
care about and find people
of similar values to surround
yourself with. Keep involved
in a church, or take the
chance to find a new place to
grow and have a little peace.
Find yourself. Slowly.
You do not need to attempt
to live years in the measure
of a few short months. Reach
out.
Take some time to give back
to community organizations,
friends, and family and feel
good about it.
Ask for help when you need
it.
It is okay to need a little help
adjusting. Seek out help from
peers, advisors, and campus
resources to keep on track.
Handle concerning classes
upfront with your graduate
assistants and professors in
order to work things out sooner rather than later.
Try new things.
Without making long term
commitments, you will have
the chances to like what you

encounter or move along.
Embrace change.
Take the time and space you
may need to adjust accordingly and know that college,
above all, is a time to grow.
I would be doing you a disservice to fail to mention some
more concrete advice, but you
hardly would have read this
far had I begun there.
Go to class.
Read your syllabi and understand the attendance practices of all of your individual
professors. Life happens —
when you get (really) sick or
have another legitimate issue,
talk it out and chances are everything will work out.
Participate in your education.
You do not have to speak in
every class, but be more than
a warm body in the room,
if only for your own benefit.
Keep pace.
Be careful to check Blackboard and your school email
every day to keep on track
with deadlines.
Be careful with money.

Register your Ole Miss ID
online with ManageMyID at
olemiss.managemyid.com if
you have not already to allow
your parents to reload your
Express and Flex accounts as
necessary. Some off-campus
businesses will even accept
Express as a method of payment.
Try to take the opportunity
to rise to the occasion of managing your own money as best
you can — funds can dwindle
fast when you are not keeping
track of how much you spend.
I hope that having come to
the end of this you will feel
better prepared to go forward and do well. We pride
ourselves in the “Experience
Amazing” at The University
of Mississippi because that
is exactly what this can be.
Take care and be ready, you
have all the tools you honestly
need.

Are You

ruSH

NewsWatch
5 p.m. Monday
through Friday
Channel 99

reAdY?

Let us deLiver your rusheesGood Luck happies
and Bid day Baskets!
so many new and fun Greek items
cominG for rush season!

662.259.2696
Oxford Square
305 S. Lamar Blvd.

olivejuicegifts@gmail.com

Like us on Facebook

26329

The 30-minute show
is the oNly loCal
television newscast
generating news directly to
and for ole Miss, oxford
and lafayette County.

Rebroadcast at 10 p.m.

Welcome Back Ole Miss
Students, Faculty & Staff!

OIL, LUBE &
FILTER

$

2599

Includes:
• Lube (where applicable) • New oil filter installed
• up to 5 quarts synthetic blend oil
Most vehicles. No other discounts apply. Vehicles requiring synthetic or
diesel oil & filter may be extra. Environmental disposal fee may apply in
some areas. Additional charge for shop supplies may be added.
Offer ends 10/31/13.
Offer valid for customers possessing a valid Ole Miss I.D.

UNIVERSITY
TIRE & AUTo
Your Complete Auto Care Center

1434 University Ave.

10% OFF
Any service
work over
$15000
Offer ends 10/31/13.
Maximum discount of $5000

662-234-5721
26333
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2013 Freshman Picnic: Welcoming the Class of 2017
The Ole Miss Class of 2017 was welcomed by student organizations, cheerleaders, Rebelettes, The Pride of the South and campus athletes Saturday
afternoon in the Grove. Photos by Thomas Graning

Now Leasing
brand new apartments
We offer luxury two bedroom/
two bath apartment homes
that come fully equipped with:

• Water
• Trash

amenities:
• Two Swimming Pools • 24-hour Fitness Center
• Grand Clubhouse
• Tennis Courts
• Tanning Beds
• Walking Trail

26320

Located on Old Taylor Road, Oxford, MS 38655

Call
for prices

662-234-8718

31376

rent Includes:

• Basic Cable
• Internet Access

• Washer and Dryer, Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Refrigerator with Ice Maker
• Built-in Microwave
• Wet Bar
• Stainless Steel Appliances
• Ceiling Fans
• 9 ft. Ceiling with Crown Molding
• Tile & Plank Flooring
• Over 1180 Square Feet Heated
• Two Full Baths
• Walk-in Closets, Outside Storage

26340

Apply to be an

Ole Miss
Ambassador!

THE
THE COLOR
COLOR
EXPERTS
EXPERTS

• Strengthen your leadership skills!
• Meet prospective students and families
• Give tours of the most beautiful campus!
Applications are available NOW
in the Admissions Office (145 Martindale)
Completed applications are DUE
on Friday, August 30th.

1508 W Jackson Avenue Oxford 662 234 2803

26328

For more information, contact
Chad Bowman at cdbowman@go.olemiss.edu
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Need textbooks? here are the locations.

Experience

BARRE CLASS

The Daily Mississippian

Like Never Before at
Oxford’s Only
Nationally Licensed & Certified
Studio Offering

Serving the Ole Miss &
Oxford Communities
Since 1911

Please recycle

DM

THE

• Private, Semi-Private & Group Instruction
• BarreAmped, Blast, Yoga Flow & More
• Migun Massage
• Latest Fitness Apparel
• Healthy Snacks & Meals

Call 662.816.2673 or Visit Us Online.

Ask About the National BarreAmped Challenge!
31374

662.816.CORE(2673) • www.icecorefitness.com

1403 Van Buren Ave. Unit B1(in the ICE HOUSE) • Oxford, MS
GYROTONIC and GYROTONIC & Logo are registered trademarks of Gyrotonic Sales Corp and are used with their permission.

Cru

35410

9pm tomorrow night
at Fulton Chapel
(in the Circle)

@OleMissCru
31379
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American Idol bus stops in Oxford for auditions
Producers of American Idol stopped in Oxford last Sunday and Monday for a touring audition series. Photos by Katie Williamson

35409

26330

26331
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Freshmen welcomed by Grove concert Friday night
Regional and local bands performed for freshmen as part of the 2013 Welcome Week
at Ole Miss. Photos by Tyler Jackson

Alice & Co.
Hair • Nails • Skin
"Voted #1 Salon in Oxford"
1729 University Avenue • 234-3896
26334

Welcome Back Students
from

Farese Family Dental

COMPREHENSIVE
CARE
We NOW have ZOOM Whitening!!

EMERGENCIES Are Welcome
Monday-Thursday 8 to 5 & Friday by Appt.
2212 West Jackson Ave. Next Door to Rebel Rags
662-234-8463
www.faresedental.com

35403

THE DM
IS RECRUITING
PHOTOGRAPHERS

PAPAJOHNS.COM

CONTACT

662.234.8648 •1506 Jackson Ave W

thedmphotos@gmail.com
to set up an appointment

•
MUST
HAVE A
PORTFOLIO
•
MUST
HAVE A
DSLR CAMERA

Store Hours
Sun-Wed 10:30am-1am
Thurs-Sat 10:30am-3am
26339

31367
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I n t e r i o r F e a tu r e s

room
• 42’ TV in every living
pliances
• Stainless Steel Ap

• Private Balcony
ng
• Wood Style Floori
ops
• Granite Counter T
• Built in Mini Bar

Live Life • fins Up @ The Hub

• Fully Furnished

Limited Availability
Remaining for
Fall ‘13

109 Anchorage Road
30582
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Lady Rebels start season 2-0 this weekend
By Kaitlyn Fuhs
kmfuhs@go.olemiss.edu

FRIDAY: OLE MISS 4,
LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE 0
The Ole Miss women’s soccer
team began the 2013 season with
a 4-0 victory against LouisianaLafayette Friday night.
“We were good, we were a little
shaky early on,” said head coach
Matt Mott. “We really moved the
ball pretty well and scored some
good goals.”
Freshman forward/midfielder
Addie Forbus got the scoring
started, as she scored her first collegiate goal in the first half.
Sophomore midfielder Jennifer
Miller scored a goal two minutes
following Forbus’ in the 28th minute with a pass to herself in the
box. Miller took the ball to the
left side of the box as she dribbled
the ball past a defender to put Ole
Miss on top 2-0 at the half.
“We were really excited to start
the season off,” Miller said. “It
has been a great preseason for us,
but we’ve been ready to play like
a team.”
Sophomore forward/midfielder Olivia Harrison received a penalty kick after she was taken down
by a Louisiana-Lafayette defender when she dribbled through the
left side of the box which created
another goal for Miller.
During the 86th minute, senior
forward/midfielder Mandy McCalla netted her first goal of the
season to end the scoring on the
night and give the Rebels the 4-0
win.
The Rebels started their season off with nine new freshmen, and freshman midfielder
Gretchen Harknett and freshman
defensemen/midfielder Melissa
Capocaccia started in their first
game.
SUNDAY: OLE MISS 5,
UAB 2 (SID)
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – It was
a tale of two halves on Sunday
night as what started as an offensive match turned into a defensive
struggle in the second half between the Rebels and Blazers.
Ole Miss (2-0) got all the offense
it needed in the first half, though,
and added two goals in the closing minutes of the game to grab a
5-2 victory over UAB (1-1) on the
road. The Rebels got all five goals
from different players to snatch
the win.
“It was a great first half to get
out to a quick lead,” said Ole
Miss head coach Matthew Mott.
“They responded and put us back
on our heels a little bit, but I’m
proud of the way we answered
in the second half. It’s never easy
to win on the road and we played
well in a hostile environment in
front of a great crowd.”
“We moved the ball really well
again tonight and five goal scorers tells you all you really need to
know,” Mott said. “We’re making
it hard to know who to key in on
offensively. Now we have to go

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

Jennifer Miller (22) scores during Ole Miss’s game against Louisiana-Lafayette Friday night.

home and spend the next week
getting ready for Northwestern
State in front of a rowdy home
crowd.”
Five minutes into the game, the
Rebels got on the board with a fast
break that saw Olivia Harrison
send the ball to Rafaelle Souza at
the top of the box on the far side.
Souza then sent the ball in past a
leaping keeper to put Ole Miss on
top of the Blazers 1-0.
The Rebels continued to build
on the lead in the first half when
Jennifer Miller scored her third
goal of the season in the 20th
minute. Souza took a shot that

was blocked by a UAB defender.
Miller gathered the deflection
and lined it up, putting it in over
the head of the goalkeep to give
Ole Miss the 2-0 advantage.
Ole Miss added a third goal in
the 25th minute when Souza took
the ball on the far side and sent
a cross to Bethany Bunker on the
near side. The wide open Bunker
buried the ball in the back of the
net to give the Rebels the 3-0 lead.
The Blazers responded in the
33rd minute with a goal of their
own. UAB took the ball off a
throw in and went down the far
side of the field, sending the ball

forward to Megan Collins. Collins
then sent a cross to Paige Hanks
on the near side who scored to put
UAB on the board.
Four minutes ticked off the
clock before the Blazers took a
defensive stop and turned it into
an attack, driving down the field
and converting on a second goal
to cut the lead to 3-2 with another
goal from Hanks.
Olivia Harrison put the lead
back out to two goals in the 82nd
minute when she took the ball in
the box from ?, turned and drilled
it past the keeper to make it 4-2 in
favor of the Rebels.

Mandy McCalla then capped
the scoring for the Rebels in the
87th minute, taking the ball on
the far side of the box and dribbling past a defender before
squaring up and nailing the shot
to take the lead out to the 5-2 final
margin of victory.
The Rebels will return to action on Friday night, hosting the
Northwestern State Demons at 7
p.m. at the Ole Miss Soccer Stadium.
Ole Miss Sports Information contributed to this report

Ole Miss Baptist
student uniOn

Tuesday night, August 27th @ 7pm
Guest Speaker:

D.T. Shackleford
of the Ole Miss Rebels!
Free snacks & Refreshments
35489

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Use it to identify theVisit
next square
should solve. Or use the answers page
us atyouwww.theolemissgolfcourse.com
if you really get stuck.

Available Now for Fall Semester

26073

If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

answers

Sudoku #3
2 4 9 1 6 3
5 1 7 4 9 8
6 8 3 7 5 2
1 9 2 6 3 4
7 5 6 2 8 9
4 3 8 5 1 7
9 2 1 3 4 6
5 9 7 1
4 8 2 5

challenging Sudoku Puzzles by krazyDad, Book 5

4
3
2
7
5
6
9
1

8

6

Sudoku #2
6 1 5 2
9 4 8 7
7 2 3 5
4 3 6 8
1 8 2 6
5 9 7 1
3 5 4 9
2 7 1 3
8 6 9 4
Sudoku #4
1 2 6 7
3 4 7 9
9 8 5 3
2 3 8 5
6 5 9 1
7 1 4 2
4 7 3 8
5 9 2 6
8 6 1 4

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
8 5 7
2 6 3
1 4 9
5 7 8
3 1 4
9 2 6
7 8 5
4 3 2
6 9 1

7

8

4 8 3 9 7
6 3 5 1 2
1 9 6 8 4
2 7 1 5 9
9 5 4 7 3
3 4 2 6 8
7 1 8 2 6
8 6 9 4 5
5 2 7 3 1

5
8
1
6
4
3
2
7
9

4 9 8
2 5 1
6 2 4
9 4 7
7 3 2
8 6 9
5 1 6
1 8 3
3 7 5

3
6
7
1

8
5
9
4

Puzzles by KrazyDad

2

8

challenging

6
3 9

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.

HOW TO PLAY

3 7

SUDOKU©

5

8
1

4
6
3

6 9 1
9 7 5
4 8 6
2 3 9
7 1 4
5 2 8
1 4 7
6 3
5 2
3

7

9

DeVries's Dilemma:
If you hit two keys on the typewriter, the one you don't want hits
the paper.

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

9
1

Sudoku #1
2 8 3 7
6 1 4 2
9 5 7 3
6 8 1
9 2 8
7 1 9
3 6 5
2 5 4
4 9 6

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

8
7 3 5
2

2

5
3
4
8
7
1

“Student” Memberships
7 1
3
5
6
9

3 7 5
2
1
8

Sudoku #1
2

challenging Sudoku Puzzles by krazyDad, Book 5

Sudoku #5
4 7 2 9
1 6 5 4
3 8 9 1
8 4 6 7
7 5 3 8
9 2 1 5
6 9 4 2
5 1 8 3
2 3 7 6

8
3
5
2
4
6
7
9
1

Sudoku #8
7 6 5 3
3 1 4 9
8 2 9 7
6 7 3 2
2 9 8 5
5 4 1 6
9 3 6 8
1 8 2 4
4 5 7 1

7 9 1 2
1 6 3 4
9 7 8 5
5 8 2 9
4 3 6 7
8 5 4 1
3 2 9 6
2 1 5 3
6 4 7 8

Sudoku #6
2 4 8 6
5 3 9 7
1 7 6 4
8 6 2 9
4 9 5 1
3 1 7 5
6 8 4 3
7 2 3 8
9 5 1 2

5 1 3
2 8 9
6 7 4
1 3 5
9 2 6
8 4 7
3 5 1
7 6 2
4 9 8

6
7
2
9
1

By Garry Trudeau
Sudoku #7
3 5 6 4
8 7 9 5
4 1 2 6
6 3 4 7
5 8 1 2
9 2 7 3
1 4 5 8
7 6 8 9
2 9 3 1

8
2
3
1
9
6
7
4
5

3

8

4
5

1 3 9 5 7
2 8 6 4 1
9 5 3 8 2
3 4 1 7 5
8 7 2 6 3
6 2 4 9 8
5 1 7 2 9
9 5 1 6
6 8 3 4

dooNesBury

4

7

2 8 1 9 4
6 5 8 7 2
1 4 3 5 6
8 1 5 4 9
4 3 7 6 1
9 7 2 8 3
5 2 4 1 7
7 6 9 3 5
3 9 6 2 8

NoN sequiTur
dilBerT

By Wiley

By scoTT adams
Norman Vincent Peale
pastor and author

The fusco BroThers

By J.c. duffy

Garfield

“Change your
thoughts,
and you change
your world.”

By Jim davis
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FEATURE PHOTOS: MEET THE REBELS

35426

Over 7,000 fans visited with members of fall sports teams during Meet the Rebels, Saturday, Aug. 17. Photos by Tyler Jackson.

35492
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BJORK,

continued from page 12

which has currently raised
over $82 million of the $150
goal. The parking garage
construction is set to break
ground in late 2013 or early
2014, while the new arena will
break ground in the spring of
2014 and open sometime during the 2015-16 basketball
season, according to Bjork.
Bjork said the new locations
and designs of both structures
will be released in a Sept. 6
announcement that will begin the next phase of the
campaign. However, he did
say the parking structure will
likely have five levels and hold
about 800 cars.
As far as the arena goes,
which went into the design
phase in March, Bjork said it
will be a space that will not
only be used for basketball
games, but it will be a building that can be used five days
a week with a food court, fan
shop and sports museum.

“We’ve looked at expanding the student opportunities
to having a space that’s open
Monday through Friday,”
Bjork said. “In the original
plans, we had a space for students, but it was really only for
gameday. What we said was,
because of the location, this
could be a destination Monday – Friday for students, faculty and staff if you want to
grab something to eat, look at
our history or buy a t-shirt.”
Excitement around the Ole
Miss athletic department is
higher than it’s been in a
while, and Bjork knows his
staff has to capitalize on that
excitement to push Ole Miss
to bigger goals.
“We’re not finished,” Bjork
said. “We still have money to
raise to put shovels into the
ground.”
That is where the fans come
in, and Bjork has been pleased
with the response of the fan
base during his first year.
In the last fiscal year, which
ranges from July 1, 2012, to
June 30, 2013, Ole Miss ath-

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
Commercial Realty

House for Rent

Seco Worldwide Resources,
Inc. New Orleans, LA is now hiring
40 temporary farm workers to work in
Tangipahoa Parish from 09/33/2013
to 07/15/2014. Hourly wage of $9.50
to perform manual labor to plant, cultivate and harvest strawberries, bell
peppers, eggplant and harvesting and
grading fresh vegetables. Must lift and
carry 50lbs. Prolonged bending and repetitive lifting. 40hrs/week guaranteed.
Tools, supplies and equipment provided
at no cost. Housing provided at no cost
if outside community area. If applicable,
transportation and subsistence expense
to the job will be paid upon completion
50% of the employment period or earlier. Apply for this job at the nearest LA
Workforce Commission Off. Refer to
Job# 459477

GREAT 3BED/2BA HOME FOR RENT
at Huntington Place. Vaulted ceilings,
granite counter tops, stainless steel appliances, washer/ dryer. Storage facility
included. Great location. $900.00 per
month. Call 662/202-6785 for more information.
HOUSE FOR RENT NICE 3 BDR, 1-1/2
BA BRICK HOME, ALL APPLIANCES
INCLUDING W/D, ANDERSON ROAD,
NO PETS, NO CALLS AFTER 5:30 $675.00 MONTH. (662)801-1499
4 BR 4.5 BA in Magnolia Grove
All appliances included. Available for fall
semester. $1600 mattpayne_2@yahoo.
com

Apartment for Rent
The Flamingo Great location off the
Square. 1013 University Ave, 2 Bedroom Apt. 513-9990, 832-5184.
best location in town 2 bedroom, 403 S. 5th. between Square and
campus. Mature students only! Available August 1st $900 month 662- 8320117
Oxford Square Town House
2Br/1.5ba, 1802 West Jackson Ave.
Pets allowed. 1 month deposit. Call
662-710-8889.
Looking to Sublease Join 3
roommates at The Connection of Oxford! 4bdrm, individual bathrooms, fully
furnished! Perfect for any student! $439/
mth. Contact now before it’s gone!
(731)445-8444

GARDEN TERRACE

2- ROOMMATES wanted to share furnished 3.5 bath house. Porch/ patio,
walk-in-closets,
fireplace,
storage.
$350/ month. 662 801 1223
3br/ 2ba Shiloh Subdivision All
appliances. Available now. $800/month.
(662)983-8678

Room for Rent
Seeking Roommate for a 2br 2ba
condo (utilities included). Stainless
steel appliances, hardwood floors,
W/D! Quiet area, only minutes from
campus. Rent $650/ month. Serious inquires only! Contact: (901)515-7627 or
(662)820-6017
TOWNHOME Walk to the Square - THE
PARK. 2 bedroom, 1.5 bath. Free internet, free cable. Pool & gym. $850.00
(water and sewer included) plus deposit. Available August 1st. (404)434-8056

letics raised $26 million in
cash donations, a record for
one year.
On March 1, the UMAA
Foundation was rebranded
into the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation and currently
has more than 7,500 members, which is an all-time
high. That number includes
1,500 new members that have
joined since the rebranding
took place.
However, Bjork and his staff
are still striving to reach their
goal of 10,000 members in
the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation.
“It doesn’t matter what the
(giving) level is. We want everyone to feel a part of it,”
Bjork said. “If $50 is all you
can give, great, let’s celebrate
that. And if someone gives
us a large gift, we’ll celebrate
that as well.”
Bjork also said they intend
to release plans to reach out
to younger alumni this fall.
Another boost in the funds
will come from the naming
rights of the new arena, and

those plans are already in the
works.
“We would love to have
a corporate name or donor
name on our building. We are
pursuing all kinds of different
prospects in both categories
right now,” Bjork said. “We
have some good conversations
going, but we haven’t been
able to close anything yet. But
we’re confident that something will be out there. It’s just
a matter of who and at what
level.
“We know the funding model calls for someone to put
their name on that building,
so we need to secure a gift or a
sponsorship for that.”
The last phase of the campaign will focus around
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium
with the expansion of the
north endzone and renovation
of the suites on the west side
of the stadium.
Bjork said the west side renovation will likely begin after
the 2014 season and can be
completed in one offseason.
The north endzone can also

Room for rent at 3br/2ba condo
$400/mth/$400dep
662-419-5083
(662)489-7964

Full-time

Condo for Rent
2BR/2BA highpoint condo Stainless appliances, ceramic tile, granite,
washer/ dryer. Gated. $900/ month.
(601)906-7109

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition. Gated w/
Pool--Available SEPT 1ST-$1315mo.
(mcilravy4@gmail.com) (757)560-6281
CONDOS FOR RENT 3 BEDROOM 2
BATH LOCATED AT TURNBERRY. INCLUDES INTERNET, CABLE, POOL,
TENNIS COURTS AND LESS THAN
1 MILE FROM CAMPUS. CONTACT
WILL GUEST AT GUEST REALTY
AND LAND 662 832 3987.
Esplanade Ridge 3 bedrooms, 2.5
baths. Hardwood floors. $1300/ month.
Available August 1st. 601-955-8335
3BR/3BA Highpointe Avail August
11. Fully furnished. Each BR with large
private BA and walk in closet. $1575/
month or $525 per roommate (includes
water). Gated. Pool. Ample parking.
Nonsmokers, no pets. (615)948-5195
or eralph@comcast.net
Condo For Rent Harris Grove,
Hardwood Fl & Carpet 2/ Story 3 Brm,
2-1/2 bath. Furnished downstairs/ all
appliances/ wash/ dry, Cen Heat/ Air
$1,000 Mo/ Avail Now (662)332-6660
Condos for lease Available now,
Mark condo 2/2 $900. HighPointe 3/3.
House for lease in Taylor Greene,
$1500. Charlotte Satcher, Premier
Properties Oxford (662)801-5421
Condo for rent 3BR/3Bath, 1602
West Jackson, Willow Oaks. Available
now. $1050.00 per month. Call 662844-1042 or 662-213-2840.
Recently Renovated 3BR/3BA
(New- Floors, Carpets, Appliances) in
High Pointe, a Pool & Gated Community. 662-801-6692

Weekend Rental
Football Weekend Rental 3
bedroom/2 bath house available for
event weekends. 3 mi to campus, 4 mi
to the Square. Call for rates/availability.
(662)259-0650
HOTTY TODDY HOUSE. 4br/3ba convenient to stadium. Available all nonSEC weekends. Only $1,200. www.
hottytoddyhouse.com. (662)801-5002
WEEKEND RENTALS Short-term rentals including event weekends. Lots of
availability! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

HELP WANTED Delivery/ set up person
needed. Manual labor. Must be able to
pick up 50 lbs. Apply in person to:
Magnolia Rental
397 Hwy 6 West
Oxford, MS

HELP WANTED

Magnolia Rental is looking for a delivery / set up person. Must be able to lift
50 lbs. Position available immediately.
Apply in person. 397 Highway 6 West,
Oxford, MS.

Part-time

Service Tech Needed 25-35 hours
per week. Wages hourly depending on
qualifications. Applicants must have
clean driving record, basic skills with
electronics and mechanics, and willingness to train on a variety of products. A set of basic tools helpful but
not required. Send resume to info@
burgemedsupply.com

be done in an offseason, but
the design plans will take a full
year to put together and will
not be started until the funds
are in place.
“We would love to do it as
soon as possible,” Bjork said
of the north endzone. “We
know if the demand is there
then we’ll get going as soon as
possible. As soon as we get our
ducks in a row with finances,
we’ll start a process and start
designing.”
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss athletics, follow @DavidLCollier and @thedm_sports on
Twitter.

Children’s Director St. Andrew’s
United Methodist Church in Oxford is
seeking a part time Children’s Director
(about ten hours per week) to lead and
support a committed team of volunteers
in ministering to our children. Responsibilities include Sunday morning worship
services, Sunday evening activities,
monthly meetings and monthly Saturday
special events. Qualifications include: a
strong Christian faith, highly organized,
detailed and planning oriented, computer literate, strong verbal and written
communication skills, team worker and
a love of working with children to help
them grow in the Christian faith. Send
resume to recruiter.madison@att.net.
Email the pastor, Rev. Bill Barksdale
with questions: billbarksdalejr@gmail.
com. Application deadline is September
23, 2013.

Tickets for Sale

2 UM season football tickets for face
value because of health (662)561-5298

Have Your Voice Heard On

THE OICE
OF OLE MISS

DJ TRY-OUTS

FOR WUMS-FM92.1
BE PART OF REBEL RADIO

Tuesday, Sept. 3 & Wednesday Sept. 4
starting at 4 pm each day
at the Student Media Center 201 Bishop Hall

No Experience Necessary • All Majors Welcome
For more info contact Camille Cantrell
at cecantre@go.olemiss.edu
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continued from page 12

the amount of time they can
spend running their fast tempo
packages.
Another position that was
questionable coming into camp
was the receiver position. Freeze
felt the depth wasn’t good enough
in the spring. Fast-forward to the
fall and receiver looks to be a
strong position with the addition
of freshmen Quincy Adeboyejo
and Laquon Treadwell. Even
with injuries to junior Vince
Sanders (Freeze has mentioned
the Alabama game as a possible
point of return) and senior Korvic Neat (out four weeks), the
receiver position appears to be
stable for now.
Along the defensive line, sophomore Issac Gross was absent for
a big portion of fall camp; however, he is back now and could
be ready to go for Vanderbilt.
Gross’ lack of weight appears to
be the talented defensive tackle’s
remaining issue.
In Gross’s absence, some old
names surfaced on the defensive
line. Juniors Bryon Bennett and
Carlton Martin had big camps,
but sophomore Woodrow Hamilton out-shined them.
At defensive end, junior Carlos
Thompson showed more promise than he has at any point in
his career and has locked himself
into a good amount of playing
time. The real story on the defensive line this camp was freshman and former No. 1 recruit in
the nation, Robert Nkemdiche.
He showed that the hype was
real, and he has run with the
first-teamers most of the camp.
The linebacker position has
been one of the more quiet positions in camp, but could be a unit
that makes a big impact this season. Junior Keith Lewis had an
impressive camp, and defensive
coordinator Dave Wommack
even called him the prototypical
linebacker for his 4-2-5 system.

Senior D.T. Shackelford moved
away from this spot and found
a home at defensive end. As expected, senior Mike Marry and
sophomore Denzel Nkemdiche
are poised to have big seasons.
The secondary appears to
have a breakout star on the way
as well. Since the spring, the staff
has been raving about sophomore safety Chief Brown, and
he had an impressive fall camp
that has locked him into a lot of
playing time this season and potentially a starting job.
Senior corner Charles Sawyer
missed most of camp, and junior corner Senquez Golson still
hasn’t gone full speed yet during
camp while nursing a hamstring
injury. So the cornerback spot
has been mix and match, but
senior Dehendret Collins and
sophomore Quintavius Burdette
have stepped up and have been
consistent.
Like the offseason, preseason
camp had its tough times, too.
Freeze wasn’t pleased early on
in camp with the performance
and focus of junior quarterback
Bo Wallace. Two weeks ago,
Freeze was worried about having so many players still missing
practice.
So next Thursday night when
the Rebels face off against
Vanderbilt, it will in many ways
be a sigh of relief for Freeze as he
will be able to push an offseason
full of questions and build-up behind him and his team.

KATIE WILLIAMSON | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss head coach Hugh Freeze speaks to players during practice last week.

For continuing coverage of Ole Miss
football, follow @JLgrindin and @
thedm_sports on Twitter.
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WE BUY
WE SELL

WE FIX

ALL TYPES OF
PHONES AND
COMPUTERS

SAM’S

CELL PHONE & ACCESSORIES

662-513-0004
1418 Jackson Ave. Oxford, MS 38655

Mon.-Sat. 9 am - 8 pm
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Fall camp nears
BJORK REVEALS PLANS
conclusion, Vandy FOR ATHLETICS FUTURE
looms for Rebels
By David Collier
thedmsports@gmail.com

By John Luke McCord
mccordjohnluke@yahoo.com

For Hugh Freeze this has
been one long offseason. Why
you ask? He signed a top 10
recruiting class in February. He
led the Rebels to a remarkable
turnaround, even taking them
to a bowl game. He even won
back the Egg Bowl trophy.
Things seem to be turning
rather quickly for Freeze in Oxford. He is building Ole Miss
into a contender in the SEC
West in front of the eyes of the
nation.
However, this offseason has
also seen its share of tough
questions and big expectations
placed upon Freeze’s shoulders
as well.
Many questioned the legitimacy of Freeze’s recruiting efforts in February and are still
doing so today. Furthermore,
Freeze has a team that many
pundits have predicted to win
eight or more games and make
noise in the SEC West.

Despite the tumultuous offseason, Freeze and his team
were able to accomplish a lot
during preseason camp.
Remember how scary thin
the running back position was
last season? Freeze has stated
that he will use four backs this
season, but he isn’t sure if it will
be the same four. Senior Jeff
Scott and sophomores Jaylen
Walton and I’Tavius Mathers
will get the majority of the carries, but freshmen Kailo Moore
and Mark Dodson could potentially figure into the equation as
well. Depth has been created at
that position.
The offensive line was fortunate to have remained as
healthy as it did last season.
This fall, the progression of veteran guys and the additions of
freshmen Laremy Tunsil and
Austin Golson have Freeze confident enough to play up to nine
guys. That will go a long way in
allowing the offense to increase
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See FOOTBALL, PAGE 11

THOMAS GRANING| The Daily Mississippian

Ross Bjork speaks to members of the freshman class during a picnic Saturday.

The Ole Miss athletic department saw a lot of change
in its first year under the
direction of athletic director Ross Bjork. But with the
groundbreaking of a new basketball arena and parking garage scheduled to take place
in the next academic year, the
changing won’t stop during
year two.
“I think anybody that is a
competitor is never satisfied,”
Bjork said. “You always think
you can do more, but I think
what we’ve done and been
consistent about saying is that
we’ve laid that foundation for
success in the future.
“Now, we just have to keep
putting all the right ingredients in the foundation to keep
growing.”
Those ingredients include
facilities.
The new arena and parking garage are a part of the
Forward Together Campaign,
See BJORK, PAGE 10
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